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INNER PRODUCT SPACES ASSOCIATED WITH

POINCARÉ COMPLEXES
by

seiya sasao and hideo takahashi

Abstract. We consider the homotopy type classification of a certain kind of

Poincaré complex. First we define an inner product space associated with such a

Poincaré complex and we investigate the relation between the inner product space

and the homotopy type of the Poincaré complex. As an application, some results

for manifolds are proved.

0. Introduction. Let M be an oriented closed manifold of dimension 2«. It is well

known that the bilinear map

H"(M; Z) X H"(M; Z)^Z,        ((x, y) -* <x u v, /x„»

makes H"(M; Z) an inner product space (in the sense of [2]) if M has no torsion.

This inner product space is closely related with the homotopy type of M. For

example, J. Milnor has proved in [2, p. 103] the following (cohomology version).

Theorem. Let Mi (i = 1, 2,) be simply connected closed manifolds of dimension 4.

77zez> inner product spaces are isomorphic to each other if and only if they have the

same oriented homotopy type.

We are interested in a generalization of Milnor's theorem to the case of torsion.

In §1 we shall define an inner product space over Q/Z associated with an oriented

Poincaré complex and in §§2-4 apply this to the homotopy type classification of

Poincaré complexes K which satisfy the conditions

(1) Kis(n — l)-connected and of dimension 2« + 1,

(2) Hn(K; Z) is a finite abelian group G without 2-torsion (« > 3).

We call K such as above a Poincaré complex of type P"(G) and in §2 we shall

discuss a special case G = S'Zi. In §3 we shall give a decomposition theorem.

Theorem A. Let K be a Poincaré complex of type P"(G) and let G = 2Gp' be a

direct sum decomposition of G, where Gp is the p'-component of G. Then K has the

same oriented homotopy type as the connected sum of Poincaré complexes of type

Pn(G¡,) (z = 1, 2, . . . , odd primes p).

Finally, in §4 we prove

Theorem B. Let K and K' be S-reducible Poincaré complexes of type P"(G). Then

K has the same oriented homotopy type as K' if and only if their product spaces are

isomorphic.
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As an application we also prove

Theorem C. Let M be a closed smooth manifold whose underlying Poincaré

complex is of type P"(G). Then if « ^ 3 mod 4 the oriented homotopy type of M is

determined by the isomorphism classes of the inner product space associated with M.

Remark. In the case « = 3 mod 4, Theorem C also holds for M with trivial

Pontrjagin class P„ + X/4(M).

In particular, for a manifold which is of type P"(G) we have

Corollary C-l. If n = 0 mod 2, the oriented homotopy type of M is uniquely

determined by Hn(M; Z).

Corollary C-2. If n = 1 mod 4, M is the connected sum #Mp<k up to oriented

homotopy equivalence, where Mpik is a closed manifold whose underlying Poincaré

complex is of type Pn(Zp¡).

In §§1-4 we always assume that « > 3 and/» is an odd prime number.

1. Inner product spaces. Let K be a simply connected Poincaré complex with the

fundamental class pK G H2n+X(K; Z). Let 8: H*(K; Q/Z)^>H*+X(K; Z) be the

connecting homomorphism associated with the exact sequence of coefficients,

O^Z-^Q^Q/Z^O.
We consider the bilinear map

ßK: H"(K; Q/Z) X H"(K; Q/Z) -» Q/Z

defined by the composite map

H"(K; Q/Z) X H"(K; Q/Z)%*H"(K; Q/Z) X Hn+i(K; Z)

l^DH"(K; Q/Z) X Hn(K; Z)^ Q/Z,

where D is the Poincaré duality map and < , > denotes the Kronecker pairing. The

following is well known,

Lemma 1.1. ßK(x,y) = (- l)n+lßK(y, x).

Moreover assuming that H"(K; Z) (and hence Hn+1(K; Z)) are torsion, we have

Proposition 1.2. ßK is a completely orthogonal pairing (cf. [2]) and symmetric, for

odd «, and skew symmetric, for even n.

Proof. Clearly the latter follows from Lemma 1.1. The former follows from the

Poincaré duality theorem for torsion groups.

Thus we have the inner product space V(K) = {H"(K; Q/Z), ßK) associated

with a Poincaré complex K. Clearly this inner product space is an oriented

homotopy type invariant for oriented Poincaré complexes and we are interested in

the problem, "Is the converse true?" The next section investigates a special case.

2. A special case G = ~2sZpl. Let M(n,p') be the Moore space of type («, Zp¡).

Note the following easy

Lemma 2.1. wn+,(M(«,/>')) = 0 = nn+2(M(n, /»'))•
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To study the homotopy type classification of Poincaré complexes which are

(« — l)-connected and of dimension 2« + 1 having H„(K; Z) = ~ZsZp,, we must

investigate the homotopy group tt2„(Ms) where Ms denotes the wedge sum of j

copies of M(n,p'). Clearly a Poincaré complex K has the same homotopy type as

the mapping cone of a map/: S2" —» Ms. First we note the following two lemmas

which are proved by standard arguments.

Lemma 2.2. The smash product M(n,p') /\ M(n,p') is the wedge sum M(2n,p')

V M(2n + \,p') up to homotopy.

Lemma 2.3. tr2n(Ms) = ir2n(Ms_x) © tr2n(Mx) © tr2n+x(Ms_x A Mx).

Secondly we consider the special case s = 2. Let P be the natural map M(n,p')

-> Sn+1 = M(n,p')/S" and consider the map

P = id V P: M{n,pl) V M{n,p') -* M(n,p') V Sn+1.

Then we have the commutative diagram,

*iA¥ù = "2»(A/,) ©   *2,Oi)    © -rr2n+x(MxxMx,M2)

4Â \ id \ />„ \ (id X />),

"*2n(Mx V 5"+1) = ir2n(Mx) © TT2n(Sn+1) © 772„+,(M, X Sn+1, M, V Sn+1),

in which (id X P), is isomorphic because we have isomorphisms

^+,(3/, X M„ M, V M,) * H2n+X(MXX Mx,Mxy Mx)

4(id x />)„ | «

^.(^xrU.Vr1)      *      H2n+X(MXXS"+1,MXVS"+1).

Let t be the inclusion

S"^>MX = M{n,p>) = S" \Jp, en+l.

Since it is easily seen that the Whitehead product [t, tn+1] generates the group

7T2„+,(A/, X S"+1, Mx V Sn+1), we can take the element a = /"'([t, t„+,]) as a

generator for the group 3w2n+,(M, X Mx, M2) using the above diagram. Let ik be

the inclusion of Mx into the ktn factor of Ms and ikl be the map Ai2 = Mx\/ Mx->

Ms (ikj = »* V '/)• Then by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we have

Proposition 2.4. tt2n(Ms) = 2V2„(A/,) © ~EZpi[akl], where the second summation

runs over 1 < k < I < s and ak¡ = ik!m(a).

Let x0 be the fixed generator of H"(M(n,p'); Q/Z) ?» Zp, and let pk be the

projection Ms -> M, onto the kth factor of At^. We take {x^ = p*(x0)} as a system

of generators for H"(MS; Q/Z) and identify H"(MS; Q/Z) with //"(Ä}; £/.Z) for

the mapping cone Kf of a map/: S2" —» Afj4 Now we define a homomorphism

Ds: ir2„(A/,) —» {j X s-matrices over Q/Z}

by the formula

A(/) = (/*,/)>       /*,/ = <-^fe. M/ n 8x,y,

where /.y denotes the oriented generator of H2n+x(Kf; Z).
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Lemma 2.5. The matrix (fk¡) is symmetric for odd « and skew symmetric for even n.

Moreover, Kf is a Poincaré complex if and only if Ds(f) = (fkj) is invertible.

Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 1.1. The second part is equivalent to

Poincaré duality.

Let <p be a map Ms -» M, and define the matrix U = (ukj) (uk/ G Q/Z) by

<?*(**) = 2/t/fc/X, (k = 1, . . . , t). Then by the definition of Ds and U, we have

Lemma 2.6 (naturality of Dj). For a map <p: Ms -» A/,, we have

D,(<pM)) = V o Ds(f) °'U        (/ G TT2n(Mj)).

Now we prove a key lemma for our purpose.

Lemma 2.7. Let f = "Efk + 2akj[akl] (k < /) be the decomposition in Proposition

2.4. 77ze« we have

/*,/ = <**,/    (*<<")    and   fk,k = Dx(f¿)

where Ds(f) = (fkJ) and ik.(&) = /,.

Proof. The equation fkk = Dx(fk) follows from the naturality for the projection

pk: Ms-+ Mx (pk(f) = /¿). For/t, = ak„ it is sufficient to prove Ds(akl) = {(k, I)

and (/, k) components are ± 1 and others are 0}, and this is equivalent to

^2(a) = (±° ^ by the naturality. And so we consider as follows:

Now there exists a map X: Ka-> Mx X Mx such that a|M2 = idw : M2 —* M2 c

A/, X Mx and X»(jLia) is a generator of H2n + X(MX X A/,; Z) œ Zpl. Then we

consider the following diagram:

Hn + 1(MX;Z)

on .

H"(Ka,Q/Z)+-

5

H"+1(Ka;Z) +
X*

H"(MX xMx;Q/Z)

5

Hn+1(Ml xAfjiZ)«
(1 xP)

Hn{Ka;Z) - H„(MX xMx;Z)

Hn(Mx;Z)

-Hn + 1(Ml xSn + 1;Z)

(1 x /% » \Jpa)n

> Hn(Mx x5" + 1;Z)

where /* denotes the natural collapsing map Mx —» Mx/Sn and <7 denotes the

projection A/, X A/, —» A/, onto the first factor. Then it is easily verified that

^2(«) = (±? ±¿) usin8 tne standard generators of Hn(Ka; Z) and Hn+1(Ka; Z).

Thus the proof of the lemma is completed.

Here we recall that for two matrices A and B over a ring R A = B if and only if

there exists an invertible matrix U such that U ° A ° 'U = B. Then the preceding

argument shows

Lemma 2.8. Ds(f) = Ds(g)forf, g G ^„(AL,) if and only if there exists a homotopy

equivalence <p: Ms —» Ms such that <pm(f) = g mod Z)j-1(0).
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Let K¡ (i = 1, 2)'be two Poincaré complexes of type P"(2sZp,) and we shall prove

the main proposition in this section.

Proposition 2.9. // K¡ are both S-reducible, then Kx has the same homotopy type

as K2 if and only if V(KX) is isomorphic to V(K2).

Let

EN: tr2n(Mj) -» TT2n + N{ENMs)       (N - oo)

denote the suspension homomorphism. Specially we use the restricted homomor-

phism

E»:Dr\0)-.*2n + N{ENMs).

Since D~}(0) is decomposed into the direct sum 2z'¿./>i_1(0) by Proposition 2.4, it

is sufficient for us to consider the case i = 1. Then from Diagram 1.6 of [4] («„ is

essentially Dx), we get

Lemma 2.10. EN: Dx~\0) ^ ir2n + N(ENMx) is injective.

Now we prove Proposition 2.9. Since Kx has the same homotopy type as the

mapping cone Kf for a map /,: S2" -> Ms, the inner product space V(KX) is

isomorphic to V(Kf). If V(Kf) is isomorphic to V(Kfj) for another map f2:

S2n -* Ms, there exists a homotopy equivalence <p: Ms -» Ms such that <pt(fx) =/2

mod D~'(0), by Lemma 2.8. Since the S-reducibility of K¡ means EN(f) = 0

(N —* oo), the proof is completed from Lemma 2.10.

Corollary 2.11. Let K be a Poincaré complex of type P"(2S Zp,). Then if n is

odd, K is the connected sum of Poincaré complexes of type Pn(Zp?\ up to homotopy.

Corollary 2.12. If n is even, the homotopy type for S-reducible Poincaré complex

of type P"(2S Zp,) is uniquely determined by s.

Proof. K is the mapping cone Kf up to homotopy and we may assume that Ds(f)

is a diagonal matrix if « is odd. Hence / has the decomposition f = ~Zfk in

Proposition 2.4. This means that Kf is the connected sum #s Kfk up to homotopy.

Since Kf is a Poincaré complex of type P"(Zp,), the proof of Corollary 2.11 is

completed. Moreover since we know that Ds(f) is unique up to equivalence if n is

even, Corollary 2.12 follows from Proposition 2.9.

3. Decomposition (up to homotopy). First we define a generalized Hopf homo-

morphism Hc: tT2n(M(n, G)) —> End G by the formula

HGU) = fty n : H"+1(Kf; Z) = G -> //„(*}; Z) = G

where ju^ G H2n+X(K}; Z) denotes the oriented generator of the mapping cone K¡

for a map /: S2n —> A/(«, G). Let p: G -» H be a homomorphism and p: M(n, G)

-> M(n, H) be the map induced by p (p = ¡>+: Hn(M(n, G); Z) = G -*

Hn(M(n, H); Z) = H).  If we denote by 'p the homomorphism

p*:Hn+1(M(n,H);Z) = H -» Hn+1(M(n, G); Z) = G,

then we have
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Lemma 3.1. HH(p°f) = p ° HG(f) ° 'pforf G nr2n(M(n, G)).

Proof. Let p¡: Kf^> K-p, be the natural extension of p and consider the diagram

Hn+1(Kf; Z) = G - Hn(Kf; Z) = G

Tp; iPf.

H"+1{Kp„f;Z) = H       -»       Hn(K-p,f;Z) = H

Then the proof follows from the commutativity of the diagram.

Let G = G, © G2 be a direct sum decomposition of G. From Lemma 3.1 we

have the diagram

*2n(M(n, G))= tr2n(M(n, G,))© ir2n(M(n, G2))©7r2„+,(A/(«, G.) X A/(«, G2), V)

j,//G |//G| [HGi ¿\

End G      =       End G,       ©       End G2      ©  Hom(G„ G2) © Hom(G2, G,).

(3-2)

Lemma 3.3. 77te restriction HG\dtT2n+x(M(n, G,) X A/(«, G2), V) « injective.

Proof. Let G, = 2 Z ¡[x -J and G2 = 2 ZpJ[ypJk] be a direct sum decomposi-

tion of G, and G2 respectively. Since we have decompositions

"2n+AM(n, G.) X A/(«, G2), A/(«, G,) V M(«, G2))

= ^n + i(M«, Z,<) X A/(«, Zy), A/(«, Z,,) V M(n, Z,))

and Hom(G„ G2) © Hom(G2, G,) = 2 Hom^,, Z^) © Hom(Z^, Zpi), it is suffi-

cient for us to consider the case G, = Zp{x] and G2 = Zp¡[y]. Thus the proof

follows by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 2.7.

Remark. We note that the proof also shows Hc(f3)\G2 = '(HG(f3)\Gx) for

/ = /, + f2 + f3 in diagram (3.2).

Lemma 3.4. Let f = /, + f2 + f3 be the decomposition of f in diagram (3.2). //

HG (/,) is contained in Aut G,, then there exists a homotopy equivalence h: M(n, G)

-> A/(«, G) such that h+(f) is contained in w2n(G,) © w2„(G2) and HG¡(fx) = //G (/,')

where «,(/) = /{ + f2.

Proof. If we show that there exists an isomorphism X: G ^> G such that

X ° HG(f) ° 'X|End G, = 0 and X ° HG(f) « 'X|Hom(G„ G2) = //C|(/,), then the

proof follows from Lemmas 3.1, 3.3 and the above remark.

For homomorphisms )\,: G, —» G- (z',y = 1,2), we define a homomorphism X:

G -» G by X(g) = X, ,(g,) + X2,(g2) + X,2(g,) + X22(g2) for g = gx + g2. Then

from easy computation, we can get

X o hG(f) o <A|End G, = Xu ° /7C|(/,) ° <\,, + A2,, o //G(/3)|G, o 'A,,

+ XM o HG(f3)\G2 o >\2X + \2X o HG2(f2) o 'A2,
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and

X ° HG(f) » 'X|Hom(G„ G2) = X,,2 . //Gi(/,) . 'X,,, + X2>2 » //C(/3)|G, » 'X,,

+ X1>2 » HG(f3)\G2 ° <A2, + A2j2 o HG2(f2) ° 'A2>l.

Hence if we take X,, = idG , X22 = idG , X2, =0 and

X,,2 = -^G(/3)|G, *HGiUJ)-\

then X satisfies our conditions.

Lemma 3.5. Suppose G = G, © G2 where G, = 2 Zp„ andpm~1G2 has a trivial

p-primary component. If HG(f) is an automorphism for f = /, + f2 + f3, then HG (/,)

is also an automorphism.

Proof. Consider the following exact ladder

0-► ker p"

m-\0-► ker p

0-► ker pm - ' -► G

0->■ ker pm - ' -► G,

where z, is the inclusion Gx<^> G andpx is the projection G -+ Gx and/>m_1 denotes

the map multiplied by pm~x. The right and left vertical maps are isomorphisms

because HG(f) is also. Hence it follows that HG (/,) = px ° HG(f) ° z, is surjective

and so an isomorphism. Now Theorem A follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5.

4. Proofs of Theorems B and C.

Lemma 4.1. Let K¡ (i = 1, 2) be two Poincaré complexes of dimension m. Then the

connected sum Kx # K2 is S-reducible if and only if Kx and K2 are both S-reducible.

Proof. This is clear because Kx #K2 has a CW-decomposition (Ä,"1-1^
m-l)

\jfie"K$"-iy) Uf em, where/ = /, + f2 for Kt = K?

Now we prove Theorem B. Let K and K' be two Poincaré complexes of type

P"(G). Trivially V(K) = V(K') if K and K' have the same oriented homotopy

type. Assume that V(K) = V(K'). By Theorem A, we may assume that K and K'

are the connected sums # K ¡ and # K'pi (corresponding to the Zp,-component of

G) respectively. Let «,: K-^,Kpi and «/: K'^Kj¡ be the projection onto each

factor. Since we may consider ßK = 2 ^12 Zp¡ and ^8^. = 2 Aü--|2 Zp¡ by Lemmas

3.4 and 3.5, «,. («,') induces an isomorphism V(K)\Z Zp> s V(Kpi) (V(K')\2Zp> =

V(Kjj)) and so V(K ¡) is isomorphic to V(Kj¡). Thus Kpi has the same oriented
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homotopy type as Kj¡ by Proposition 2.9 and Lemma 4.1, and hence K has the

same oriented homotopy type as A". Thus the proof is completed.

From Theorem A and Corollaries 2.11 and 2.12, we have

Corollary B-l. Let K be a Poincaré complex of type P"(G). Then K has the

same homotopy type as the connected sum of Poincaré complexes of type P"(Z i) for

various p and i if « is odd.

Corollary B-2. If n is even, the oriented homotopy type for S-reducible Poincaré

complexes of type P"(G) is uniquely determined by n and G.

Let M be a closed smooth manifold of dimension 2« + 1 whose underlying

Poincaré complex is of type P"(G) and let vM: M —» BO be the stable normal

bundle for M. Since M has the same homotopy type as the mapping cone Kf for a

map/: S2n —» A/(«, G), we may replace M with K,.

Lemma 4.2. If n ^ 3 mod 4 then vM: A^—> BO is trivial.

Proof. First consider the restriction vM\Mx,

KfD M(n,G)D A/, = S"    U     en+1 ^ BO.

p'

From Puppe's sequence and irn(BO) = 0, Z or Z2, we obtain that vM\Mx is trivial,

and so uM\M(n, G) is trivial. Hence vM is decomposed as follows

vM:Kf-^S2n + 1-^BO

where P denotes the natural map A^—> Kf/M(n, G) = S2n + 1. Since P induces the

map TP: T(vM)^> T(v) of degree 1, T(v) is reducible and v is fiber homotopically

trivial, that is, J(v) = 0 in this case. Hence v is trivial by Adams' Theorem. This

completes the proof.

Thus since Lemma 4.2 shows that M is S-reducible, Theorem C and Corollary

C-l follow from Theorem B and Corollary B-2 respectively. Corollary C-2 is also

obtained from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 and Corollary B-l.

For the case « = 3 mod 4, the situation is more complicated and we could not

obtain simple theorems. As an example we list

Proposition 4.3. Suppose (order G, order J(S" + 1)) = 1. For any element x of

H"+1(M(n, G); Z) « G, there exists a closed smooth manifold M2n+1 with

Pn + X/4(M) = x which is of type P"(G) as a Poincaré complex and is a ir-manifold up

to homotopy.

Proof. The proof follows from the case G = Zp¡, using the connected sum

operation. On the other hand, the condition (p, order J(Sn+1)) = 1 means that

J(Kj) = 0 for any/ G 7r2„(A/(«, Zp,)). Since we can take/such that £>,(/) = 1 and

EN(f) = 0, the proof is completed.
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